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ÚLTIMAS

21/08/2020 · 19:34 Comissão debate impacto da pandemia nas populações negras e quilombolas

21/08/2020 · 12:24 Projetos aumentam pena para estupro de vulnerável que resultem em gravidez
PUBLIC MEETINGS
Face Recognition
Rodrigo Felinto Ibarra Epitácio Maia is an exercise member of the DEM / RJ. Can I help with any more information?

Researching the year 2020, did I identify a normative project authored by Deputy Rodrigo Maia. Here is the project: [PEC 10/2020](https://www.camara.gov.br/camaraetransparencia/pec/pec102020) (Establishes an extraordinary fiscal, financial and contracting regime to deal with the national public calamity resulting from the international pandemic and takes other measures.).

We have no expenses registered by Congressman Rodrigo Maia with air tickets from January to October 2020.
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